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“During the Kala Veterans Residency Program, I made works that address narratives of 
service and philosophical concepts of propaganda, both of which became unavoidable 
during the last six months.  

The first work responds to this time from a social standpoint: harboring the truth that my 
discharge distinction is “Other Than Honorable.” My negative service narrative has been an 
inescapable component of being a veteran artist fellow at Kala. This was a guarded secret I 
kept from others and rarely thought about. However, I faced this truth during this 
residency, which has had a positive impact on my wellbeing. The application process, 
conversations with Kala studio-mates, artist statement considerations, and support from 
friends and family are all moments that enhanced my outlook on this part of my past. 
Feeling less shame, I created the installation Bags as a semantic meditation on the word 
“honor,” and its power as military tenet.  

The second work addresses susceptibility of persuasion through propaganda. These non-
narrative comics confront messages I received during my time in the military, and the 
contrasting messages received in civilian life. Notably my own vulnerability to dogmatic 
military doctrine I accepted prior to my abrupt deconversion. Propaganda Goats (Curation 
#1) reveals very little about my personal feelings on this. Instead, I portrayed the confusion 
that one feels when sifting conflicting messages for truth, aligning with sides on issues, and 
navigating persuasion labyrinths from countless viewpoints. Comics and cartoons have 
shaped political narratives for decades – this work adds to this history from a politically-
secular standpoint. My hope is that confusion (or maddening frustration as I am told by 
some constructive peers) is embraced as an inevitable part of the human experience.” 

Statement for Turning Tales Artist in Residence, Roger O Jr. ©2018 

Propaganda Goats (Curation #1) 
Twenty-seven Drawings, Ink on Paper 
11 x 7.5 each 
2018 

Bags 
Silkscreen, Paper, Wire, Garbage Bags 
Fifteen Individual Twistie-ties, Two Bags with Ties 
2018 
 


